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a b s t r a c t

One of proposed Accident Tolerant Fuel (ATF) concept is fully ceramic micro-encapsulated fuel (FCMF).
FCMF using uranium mononitride (UN) has better safety aspects than UO2 pellet fuel although it might
not have a better neutronic performance due to the presence of matrix and high neutron-induced
interaction of 14N. Before implementing UN-FCMF technology in Small-PWR, further research must be
taken place to make sure the proposed design of fuel assembly has inherent safety features and maintain
the fuel performance. This study focusses on the neutronic analysis of UN-FCMF based fuel assembly
using Serpent and SCALE codes. It is shown in the proposed fuel assembly design has inherent safety
features with respect to the fuel temperature reactivity coefficient, void reactivity coefficient, and
moderator temperature reactivity coefficient. It is noted that the use of FCMF leads to a lower ratio of
burnup to 235U enrichment ratio compared to the UO2/Zr fuel.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Currently, nuclear fuel has reached a point where it can be safely
and reliably used in commercial nuclear reactors. The use of UO2/Zr
fuel system has been used widely in commercial nuclear power
plants due to several beneficial properties such as high melting
point, thermal stability, chemical stability, and low swelling under
irradiation. Although there are several beneficial properties, the use
of UO2 fuel has the expense of a relatively low thermal conductivity
of 7e8 W/m K at 573 K, which decreases with the increasing
temperature and burn-up [1].

After the accident of Fukushima Daichii, it is widely known that
in a severe accident, the current UO2/Zr fuel systemwill fail, which
may damage the plant structure further. Afterward, nuclear com-
munities decided to start programs to find and develop a fuel
system which has enhanced resistance to severe accident condi-
tions. Accident tolerant fuel is then proposed as one of the alter-
native fuel technology options that must be compatible with
existing fuel and reactor systems, more resistant to fuel failure and
hydrogen production. By definition [2], ATF is an improved or

innovative fuel/cladding system which can tolerate the loss of
active cooling in the core for a considerably longer time while
maintaining or even improving the fuel performance during
normal operations when compared to the current UO2/Zr fuel
system. There are three major potential approaches for the devel-
opment of ATF:

1. Improved fuel properties.
2. Improved cladding properties to maintain core coolability and

retain fission product.
3. Improved reaction kinetics with steam to minimize enthalpy

input and hydrogen production.

Uranium mononitride (UN) has been proposed as one of the
innovative fuels replacing UO2. The use of UN as nuclear fuel is
desirable due to several beneficial properties: higher thermal
conductivity, higher uranium metal loading allowing the UN to
have higher burnup, longer fuel cycle, and reduced spent fuel
generation [3].

However, there are several drawbacks in the usage of UN fuel
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such as neutron economy disadvantage and its reactivity with
water [4]. Nitrogen has two isotopes consists of 14N and 15Nwith an
abundance of 99.6% and 0.4% respectively. The use of natural ni-
trogen in UN causes more significant neutron economy disadvan-
tage. 14N has a larger cross-section causing a higher probability of
neutron interaction and production of 14C, which is prevented in
light water reactors [5]. To compensate for the loss in the neutron
economy due to 14N, 15N enrichment in UN is necessary albeit
increased production cost.

To reduce UN reactivity with water, fullycCeramic micro-
encapsulated fuel (FCMF) technology could be implemented. FCMF
is one of the alternative fuel systems adopting accident tolerant fuel
concept. FCMF is based on the proven safety philosophy concept tri-
structural isotropic (TRISO) fuel that has been utilized in High-
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR). TRISO is a coated parti-
cle which will be embedded in a matrix inside the fuel rod. Instead
of using graphite as a matrix, FCMF consists of amounts of TRISO
fuel particles embedded in a dense non-fuel SiC matrix that is
sintered with nanoparticles of SiC. Silicon carbide is chosen to
replace graphite as a matrix for improved irradiation stability,
enhanced fission product retention, environmental stability, and
proliferation resistance. Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of FCMF.

The potential advantages of FCMF in LWR include enhanced
thermal properties, enhanced proliferation resistance, an enhanced
barrier to fission product release, reduced fuel-cladding interaction
and fuel pellet swelling, and higher fuel burn-up [6]. Although
FCMF has some advantages, FCMF has lower fuel performance
compared to the UO2/Zr conventional fuel system due to the low
content of heavy metals. This is due to the bulk of the volume in an
FCMF pin is being occupied by the matrix. In FCMF pin, a term of
packing fraction (PF) is introduced. Packing fraction is defined by
the fraction of TRISO volume to the volume of FCMF in a fuel rod.
Thus, the use of high packing fraction in fuel pin is necessary to
maintain or increase the fuel performance compared to current fuel
technology. Based on the results of previous research [7], although
the use of high packing fraction will result in higher fuel perfor-
mance, it is important to note that the use of high packing fraction
may result in particle instability due to the formation of fission
products. The use of up to 50% packing fraction has been reported
experimentally [[8], cited in Ref. [9]].

The main objective of the research reported in this article is to
ensure the use of UN-FCMF able to maintain the neutronic fuel
performance and neutronic safety aspects in Small-PWRs. The
study describes the study of UN-FCMF in a proposed design of fuel
assembly in Small-PWR with varying several parameters: fuel rod
pitch, enrichment of 15N and packing fraction.

2. Methodology

2.1. Codes and methods used

The study was performed utilizing the lattice physics codes
SCALE 6.1.2 and Serpent 2.1.24. SCALE is a comprehensive code
developed by ORNL for nuclear safety analysis and design [9].
TRITON module is used from the SCALE 6.1.2 package. TRITON is a
control code that interfaces the deterministic transport code,
NEWT, with modules that carry out burn-up calculations and
cross-section processing. NEWT is a discrete ordinates code with
flexible capabilities for modeling an arbitrary two-dimensional
geometry [10]. In the TRITON module, FCMF is modeled using
the double heterogeneity option, in which the FCM particles are
modeled explicitly in a self-shielding calculation using the
CENTRM module.

Serpent, a continuous-energy Monte Carlo particle transport
code [11], was also used to compare the data obtained from SCALE.
In Serpent, the FCM particles can be modeled into: (1) repeated
infinite lattices, (2) implicit particle fuel model, (3) explicit particle
fuel model. In this study, the repeated infinite lattice was used in
Serpent. The particles were modeled using an infinite repeated
square lattice of spherical particles. The simulations were per-
formed using ENDF/B-VII library with 10,000 source neutrons per
generation with 350 generations which 50 generations were
skipped.

To investigate the safety aspect of the fuel assembly, fuel tem-
perature reactivity coefficient, coolant void reactivity coefficient
and moderator temperature reactivity coefficient were calculated:

� Fuel temperature reactivity coefficient (FTC): In SCALE and
Serpent codes, the problem was simplified by setting all tem-
peratures in the FCMF (TRISO particles and SiC matrix) equal.
FTC was computed at beginning of life by varying the temper-
ature of the fuel at 3 conditions: low-temperature condition,
normal condition (900 K) and transient condition (1200 K).
During operation, the FTC will be calculated at the transient
condition.

� Coolant void reactivity coefficient (CVR): In the SCALE and
Serpent codes, the CVR was modeled by adjusting the density
loss due to the buildup of the void. The density would be
adjusted assuming the void generated was in saturated vapor
condition. The CVR was calculated in 3 conditions, i.e. 10%
void generation, 20% void generation, and 30% void genera-
tion. During operation, the CVR would be calculated at 30%
void generation.

� Moderator temperature reactivity coefficient (MTC): This
parameter was determined by varying the coolant temperature
by 30 K from the average coolant temperature (575 K) and
adjusting the density of the coolant based on modified tem-
perature. During operation, the MTC would be calculated at
605 K.

2.2. Fuel assembly design

The designwas derived from the Particle Fuel PressurizedWater
Reactor 50 design (PFPWR 50) [12] and the 350 MWth PWR core
design which utilizes FCMF technology with a larger fuel pitch [13]
[14]. The fuel assembly array is 11 � 11, uses uniform enrichment
level of 235U and 15N without burnable poison and uses a typical
size of fuel pitch (smaller fuel pitch compared to the previous
study). The configuration of the FCMF particle is shown in Fig. 2,
Table 1, and Table 2, while fuel assembly configuration is shown in
Fig. 3 and Table 3.Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of fully ceramic micro-encapsulated fuel.
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3. Results

3.1. Variation of packing fraction

In FCMF, a term ‘packing fraction’ is introduced. Packing fraction
is the fraction of TRISO volume to total volume of fuel grain and
matrix in a fuel rod (Equation (1)). The higher the PF on the fuel pin

would cause a significant increase in fuel loading while a decrease
in PF would cause a significant reduction of fuel loading which is
undesirable.

PF ¼ VTRISO

Vtotal
¼ VTRISO

Vmatrix þ VTRISO
(1)

To investigate the impact of varying packing fraction in the
FCMF system, the simulationwas performed by varying the packing
fraction while maintaining the enrichment level of 235U in the fuel
assembly. The simulation was performed using SCALE. The packing
fractionwas varied between 10% up to 60% and the pitch was varied
from 1 cm to 2 cm while maintaining the enrichment level of 235U
constant at 4% at the beginning of life. The 60% value is used to
explore the extreme capabilities of FCMF technology although it is
not possible for near-term deployment. The infinite multiplication
factor at the beginning of the cycle as a function of fuel rod pitch at
different levels of packing fraction is shown in Fig. 4.

In heterogeneous systems, self-shielding plays a significant role
in resonance escape probability. In FCMF, the matrix geometrically
shields the inner layers from neutron flux, leading to a relatively
lower neutron flux inside the fuel kernel. Thus, the volume of
matrix affects the moderation and absorption of the neutron, in
addition to the effect of water as a moderator. In an under-
moderated condition, PF plays a more significant role than water
does. In extreme cases where the pitches are low, the low PF will
lead into a higher matrix volume, thus, decrease the resonance

Fig. 2. Fuel rod design.

Table 1
FCMF particle configuration.

Material Layer Radius (cm) Density (g/cc)

UN Kernel 0.0405 14.3
C Buffer 0.0465 1.0
C IPyC layer 0.0495 1.9
SiC SiC layer 0.0525 3.2
C OPyC layer 0.0555 1.9

Table 2
FCMF pin configuration.

Parameter Material

Pellet FCMF
Gap Helium
Clad Zircalloy-4
Coolant material Water

Fig. 3. Fuel assembly design.

Table 3
The configuration of the fuel assembly.

Parameter Value

Pitch-to-diameter ratio 1.2
Active fuel height (cm) 338.5
Fuel assembly array 11 � 11
Number of fuel pins per 11 � 11 assembly 108
Specific power (MW/MTU) 132.587
Packing Fraction 50%
Fuel temperature (K) 900
Moderator temperature (K) 575
Pressure (MPa) 15

Fig. 4. k∞ as a function of fuel rod pitch at different levels of packing fraction.
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escape probability. On the contrary, high PF will lead to a lower
matrix volume, thus, increase the resonance escape probability. In
an over-moderated condition, moderation by water is more sig-
nificant as compared to the FCMF matrix. Although neutron ab-
sorption by water is large (thus over-moderated), thermalized
neutrons will interact with more fuel at high PF. It is shown in Fig. 4
that an increase in PF from 10% to 20% will cause a significant in-
crease in k∞.

To investigate the impact of varying packing fraction to inherent
safety features, the calculations of FTC, CVR, and MTC in transient
condition at beginning of life were performed. The results are
shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7.

In terms of the extreme points, it is shown that the most
negative FTC is for the smallest lattice pitch with the highest
packing factor. For a small pitch in the under-moderated state, the

neutron moderation is less; thus the neutron spectrum becomes
slightly harder and decreasing the resonance escape probability. As
PF increases, the resonance escape probability will become smaller.
Thus, this is leading to a more negative FTC. It is also shown in Fig. 5
that a change in PF may increase or decrease the FTCs, depending
on the rod pitches which contribute to the degree of moderation by
water. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate how an increase of PF could cause
the FTC may increase or decrease.

During transient condition involving temperature increase, the
multiplication factorwill vary due to the Doppler effect. An increase
of PF in this condition will lead to a less neutron moderation, thus
leading to an increase in resonance integral and decrease in reso-
nance escape probability. Therefore, in the under-moderated fuel
assembly, it is shown in Fig. 8 the multiplication factor decreases
after PF increase (B-C) is bigger than before PF increase (A-B). This

Fig. 5. Contour plot of fuel temperature reactivity coefficient against variation of packing fraction and fuel rod pitch.

Fig. 6. Contour plot of coolant void reactivity coefficient against variation of packing fraction and fuel rod pitch.
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Fig. 7. Contour plot of moderator temperature reactivity coefficient against variation of packing fraction and fuel rod pitch.

Fig. 8. The effect of an increase in the PF in an undermoderated zone.

Fig. 9. The effect of an increase in the PF in an overmoderated zone.
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conditionwill lead to amore negative FTC. On the other hand, in the
over-moderated fuel assembly, it is shown in Fig. 8 the multipli-
cation factor increases after the PF increase (B-C) is smaller than
before the PF increase (A-B). This condition will lead to a less
negative FTC.

Figs. 6 and 7 shows that an increase in PF always causes a
decrease in the CVR and MTC. This is because an increase in PF will
reduce the neutron moderation and decrease resonance escape
probability. Thus, the CVR and MTC will be reduced if PF is
increased. It is also shown that increasing the PF provides a wider
range of lattice pitches that yields negative CVR and MTC. This can
be explained when the lattice pitch is increased, there will be an
increase in neutronmoderation. However, increasing PFwill reduce
the neutron moderation. Thus, increasing PF will weaken the
impact of lattice pitch increase and slows down the transition to the
over-moderated state. It is noted that varying PF value plays a
significant role in the CVR and MTC. Thus, to maintain its inherent
safety feature, it is important to make sure that the CVR and MTC
are negative with the selected PF and pin pitch.

3.2. Acceptable fuel assembly design

The use of UN-FCMF might shift the inherent safety parameters
such as FTC, CVR, andMTC. Tomake sure the use of UN-FCMF safe in
reactors with 11� 11 fuel assembly array, it is important to produce
acceptable fuel assembly design. In this part, the simulation was
performed using SCALE. Assuming near-term deployment in LWR,
the enrichment level of 15N chosen is 0.4%, packing fraction chosen
is 50% and the fuel pitch is varied from 1 cm to 2 cm while varying
the enrichment level of 235U from 4% to 20%. Although most LWRs
use 4e5% 235U enrichment, the study varies the enrichment of 235U
up to 20% to give insight the use of UN-FCMF to a few reactors
which use higher 235U enrichment. The infinite multiplication
factor as a function of fuel rod pitch and enrichment level of 235U is
shown in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10 it is shown k∞ as a function of fuel rod pitch and
enrichment level of 235U which is divided into 2 zones: under-
moderated and over-moderated. It is necessary to choose a fuel
assembly design zone in an under-moderated zone which has
inherent safety feature. Furthermore, the calculation of FTC, CVR,

and MTC in transient condition at the beginning of life were per-
formed and shown in Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13.

It is shown in Fig. 11 that for any fuel rod pitch chosen, each fuel
assembly design has a negative FTC. Thus, FTC is not the primary
constraint to determine the fuel assembly design zone which has
inherent safety feature. Figs. 12 and 13 shows information about
CVR and MTC which is divided into 2 zones: positive and negative
reactivity coefficients. To obtain inherent safety feature, the fuel
assembly design should have negative values for all inherent safety
features: FTC, CVR, and MTC at all 235U enrichment levels, all 15N
enrichment levels, and near-term deployment level of PF values
(about 42%e50%) at any given time. It can be inferred that the main
constraint of designing fuel assembly which has inherent safety
feature is associated with the CVR and MTC.

Further calculation of reactivity coefficients during the opera-
tion is performed. Intersecting reactivity coefficients obtained for
every burnup step, a contour graph of a permitted design zone of
the fuel assembly is produced in Fig.14. Tomake sure the use of UN-
FCMF still has inherent safety features, the fuel rod pitch must lie
inside the acceptable zone shown in Fig. 14.

3.3. Neutronic analysis of the proposed fuel assembly design

3.3.1. Reactivity coefficient
To investigate the inherent safety feature of the fuel assembly

design, the calculation of FTC, CVR, and MTC of the UN-FCMF is
presented. The design uses 1.2 cm fuel rod pitch with uniform
enrichment of UN-FCM 4% 235U enriched and 0.4% 15N enriched. For
FTC, the calculations were performed using SCALE and Serpent
code at three different fuel conditions: low-temperature condition,
operating temperature condition, and transient temperature con-
dition at the beginning of life. The reactivity changes due to the fuel
temperature variation are presented in Fig. 15.

Comparison of FTC values obtained based on SCALE and Serpent
is shown in Table 4. It is shown that the proposed fuel assembly
design has negative FTCs in all 3 conditions at the beginning of life.

Next, calculation of CVR of UN-FCMF was performed. The cal-
culations were performed using SCALE and Serpent code by varying
the void fraction levels from 0% up to 50%. The reactivity changes
due to the void generation are presented in Fig. 16.

Fig. 10. Contour plot of k∞ against variation of fuel rod pitch variation and enrichment level of 235U.
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Reactivity is expressed as a second-order fitting to the per-
centage of void generated. The CVR is then determined from the
first derivative of the reactivity function. The CVR as a function of %
void generated from SCALE and Serpent at the beginning of life is
presented in Table 5.

The calculation of MTC of UN-FCMF was also performed. The
calculations were performed using SCALE and Serpent code by
varying the moderation by 50 K from the average moderator
temperature. The reactivity changes due to the moderator tem-
perature change at the beginning of life are presented in Fig. 17.

The MTC is determined as a linear fit to the curve. The com-
parison of MTC from SCALE and Serpent is shown in Table 6.

During operation, the fuel content decreases along with the
buildup of several nuclides from fission as well as transmutation
processes, leading to changes in the value of reactivity coefficients.

It is therefore important to check whether the fuel assembly still
has inherent safety features in terms of FTC, CVR, and MTC during
the operation. To investigate the inherent safety features during the
operation, the calculation of reactivity coefficients was also per-
formed. The calculation is performed using only SCALE code. The
timetable feature in SCALE is chosen instead of the branch feature
because SCALE 6.1.2 is currently unable to perform the branch
calculation if DOUBLEHET lattice is used. The reactivity coefficients
during the operation are shown in Fig. 18, Fig. 19, and Fig. 20.

The reactivity coefficients during the beginning of life, middle of
life, and end of life are also presented in Table 7.

In this study, it is seen in Fig. 20 that MTC varies during the
operation. During 0e20 EFPDs, in the early operation, the presence
of 240Pu is not enough to compensate the significant decrease of
resonance absorber 238U which leads to an increase in MTC. During

Fig. 11. Contour plot of fuel temperature reactivity coefficient against variation of fuel rod pitch and enrichment level of 235U.

Fig. 12. Contour plot of coolant void reactivity coefficient against variation of fuel rod pitch and enrichment level of 235U.
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the operation, the production of strong resonant absorber 240Pu
able to compensate the decrease of 238U. Thus, the value of MTC
during operation tends to decrease. However, the values of MTC
increase significantly near EOL. This is due to the accumulation of
absorbent fission products which becomes more significant in
higher burnup and the reduction of resonant absorbers. Also, in
FCMF, the increase of MTC becomes faster due to the increase of
depletion rate in near EOL which will increase the moderator-to-
fuel ratio, thus increasing the fission-product absorption contri-
bution to MTC.

It is shown that based on the values of CVR, FTC, and MTC, the
use of UN-FCMF in fuel assembly design still maintains the inherent
safety features. However, although the reactivity coefficients in
Tables 4e6 fulfill 95% confidence level test, it is important to note

that there exist some differences between SCALE and Serpent. The
deviation in the result of SCALE with the Serpent is due to the
different treatment of the neutron energy and treatment of the
heterogeneous cell.

Although both codes solve the problem using Monte Carlo
Method, SCALE solves the problem using multigroup energy to
solve the Boltzmann transport equation. On the other hand, Ser-
pent solves the problem by direct particle tracking with continuous
energy.

In terms of treatment of heterogeneous cell, when DOUBLEHET
option is chosen in SCALE, the heterogeneity of the system will be
homogenized to generate the cell-weighted cross sections for the
homogenized fuel region in the fuel element [9]. In Serpent, the
repeated infinite lattice is chosen. With this option, there will be

Fig. 13. Contour plot of moderator temperature reactivity coefficient against variation of fuel rod pitch and enrichment level of 235U.

Fig. 14. Fuel assembly design zone.
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significantly different results compared to SCALE. The regular
repeated infinite lattice arrangement fails to account for the
random distribution of the TRISO particles. It also often leads to a

distortion in the fuel volume fraction due to particle cut-off at the
pin boundary. The particle cut-off at the pin boundary is illustrated
in Fig. 21.

To avoid the particle cut-off effect, the implicit particle fuel
model or explicit particle fuel model could be implemented. It has
been reported that the repeated infinite lattice (square) exhibits
about 251 pcm difference while the dispersion method exhibits
only about �92 pcm difference compared to TRITON 238 group.
However, it is important to note that the algorithm for the random
packing feature does not produce random realizations for packing
fractions greater than approximately 0.40 [11].

3.3.2. Burnup
The burnup simulation was performed to illustrate the perfor-

mance of UN-FCM using SCALE and Serpent. The calculation was
performed in 3 conditions, i.e., UN-FCMF with natural 15N, 50%
enriched 15N, and 99% enriched 15N. Each conditionwere calculated
based on 4% enriched 235U. The results are presented in Figs. 22 and
23.

By interpolating the data from Figs. 22 and 23, the comparison
of SCALE and Serpent code is presented in Table 8.

It is shown in Table 8 that along with the increase in 15N

Fig. 15. Reactivity changes due to fuel temperature variation based on SCALE and
Serpent calculations.

Table 4
Fuel temperature reactivity coefficients in the beginning of life.

Fuel condition FTC (pcm/K)

SCALE Serpent

Low temperature �4.238 ± 0.047 �4.178 ± 0.032
Operation temperature �2.274 ± 0.308 �1.860 ± 0.228
Transient temperature �2.408 ± 0.221 �2.093 ± 0.082

Fig. 16. Reactivity changes due to void fraction variation based on SCALE and Serpent
calculations.

Table 5
Coolant void reactivity coefficient in the beginning of life.

Code CVR (pcm/% void generated)

SCALE �210.20x e 28.21
Serpent �191.94x e 23.99

Note: x is the percentage of void generated.

Fig. 17. Reactivity changes due to moderator temperature variation based on SCALE
and Serpent calculations.

Table 6
Moderator temperature reactivity coefficient in the
beginning of life calculated by SCALE and Serpent.

Code MTC (pcm/K)

SCALE �5.016 ± 0.213
Serpent �5.204 ± 0.533

A.R. Hakim et al. / Nuclear Engineering and Technology 51 (2019) 1e12 9



enrichment, it will increase the cycle length and burnup. It is
proven that the increase of 15N enrichment can compensate the
neutron economy disadvantage due to 14N. Although the use of
moderate 15N enrichment does not provide significant burnup in-
crease, the use of moderate 15N enrichment will provide significant
fuel cycle extension increase in core level.

Asmentioned before, the goal of the ATF project is to innovate or
invent new fuel technology which can tolerate severe accident at a
considerably more extended time and to maintain fuel perfor-
mance of current fuel technology. Thus, to illustrate the comparison
of UN-FCMF at near-term deployment with only 0.4% 15N enrich-
ment, the comparison of UO2/Zr fuel to UN-FCMF is performed and
presented in Table 9.

Table 9 shows that the use of UN-FCMF will decrease the ratio

of burnup to 235U enrichment due to the presence of 14N and
matrix, leading to an increase in neutron disadvantage compared
to UO2/Zr fuel. It is duly noted that the use of FCMF at near-term
deployment strategy (0.4% 15N enrichment) reduces the ach-
ieved burnup significantly compared to the conventional UO2/Zr
fuel at the same 235U enrichment. To reach the same level of
burnup as the 4% enriched UO2/Zr fuel, the UN-FCMF should be
enriched to about 5.4% of 235U. Although in Table 8 shows that the
increase of 15N will increase the burnup, but it is noted that the
use of 99% 15N at 4% enriched 235U, the burnup level is still much
below than that of UO2/Zr fuel. Therefore, to overcome the

Fig. 18. Fuel temperature reactivity coefficient during operation.

Fig. 19. Coolant void reactivity coefficient during operation.

Fig. 20. Moderator temperature reactivity coefficient during operation.

Table 7
Reactivity coefficients during operation.

Condition Reactivity Coefficients

FTC (pcm/K) CVR (pcm/% void generated) MTC (pcm/K)

BOL �2.039 �53.189 �4.894
MOL �1.724 �75.269 �3.831
EOL �2.090 �100.422 �2.635

Fig. 21. Illustration of particle cut-off effect in an infinite repeated lattice model.
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drawback of the use FCMF, further study is needed to determine
the optimal 235U and 15N enrichment level mainly due to the
safety and economy aspect.

4. Conclusions and remarks

The neutronic analysis of fuel assembly in Small-PWR using UN-
FCMF has been presented in this paper. Based on the analysis, it is
found that the use of UN-FCMF in proposed fuel assembly design
able to maintain the inherent safety features. Nevertheless,
applying the FCMF concepts in existing reactors is a particularly
difficult problem. The enrichment of 15N at 99% still results in lower
burnup compared to UO2/Zr fuel at the same 235U enrichment.
Thus, it is necessary to use higher 235U enrichment level in UN-
FCMF to maintain the reactor performance use of UN-FCMF.

In the future, it is important to implement the burnable poison
in the design. The use of UN-FCMF provides high excess reactivity.
Thus, implementing burnable poison would sufficiently suppress
BOC reactivity, and result in a stable equilibrium fuel cycle. Further
study may consider and optimize the use of burnable poison in the
fuel assembly. It can be implemented by either using the conven-
tional discrete type burnable absorber [13,14] or adding QUADRISO
particles into the FCMF, whereby the burnable absorber is coated as
an additional layer in TRISO particles [15,16]. Future work should
also focus on obtaining optimized fuel assembly loading pattern. To
achieve higher burnup and decrease the fuel cost, the fuel assembly
loading pattern need to be optimized. In our current study, fuel
assembly design has uniform enrichment level of 235U which may
decrease the burnup and increase the fuel cost. Further study may
focus on obtaining optimized fuel assembly loading pattern
including the burnable poison placement.
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